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DISCOUNTED TO $3.99 UNTIL 9/3Over 500,000 copies sold in the seriesBook Two in The Perseid

Collapse SeriesThe critically acclaimed, post-apocalyptic saga continues...With Boston collapsing

faster than Alex Fletcher predicted, his personal rescue mission deep into the heart of an

increasingly unfamiliar city reaches a critical point. Pursued by a ruthless militia group, and forced to

navigate a treacherous landscape, he runs a gauntlet of grim decisions and impossible odds to

reach perceived safety. Perceived because nothing is safe in the world emerging after the "event"In

rural Maine, a series of lethal coincidences fuels a local militia leader&apos;s ghastly strategy to

raise a private army, planting the Fletchers firmly at the intersection of his power play--and the

epicenter of his rage.The human darkness released on August 19, 2019 continues to grow,

threatening to tear the fabric of their fragile society apart...until nothing remains but a distant

memory of the past. The Perseid Collapse Books (In Order):The Jakarta Pandemic, Prequel to The

Perseid Collapse SeriesThe Perseid Collapse, Book OneEvent Horizon, Book TwoPoint of Crisis,

Book ThreeDispatches, Book Four
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Alex Fletcher still has to rescue his college bound son from Boston as well as his neighbor's

daughter. That is no small feat as the entire USA has been blacked out by a massive EMP blast and

no modern electronics are working in the country. On top of that the meteor strike on the east coast

and the resulting tsunami helped to devastate the area. Chaos is running rampant and local militias

are trying to take over various sections of the east coast including parts of Boston.Many of the

militias believe that the EMP blast is a result of a government takeover and they are belligerent

against any form of government military or law enforcement. All Alex has to do is escape Boston

with two teenagers and then travel home back to Maine with the area falling into anarchy.....Alex's

actions in this book are about the rescue and the aftermath of escaping Boston with his son and

friends. His return to Maine and the defense of his family and friends is an amazing story and only

his military training gives them a possible chance at survival. This series is well written and

entertaining to read. This series would make a good TV series. This independent author is on a roll

and his books are some of the best I have recently read.I picked up this series looking for some

good books to read. I found this author's works to be exceptionally good. He has a very good writing

style and the storylines are action filled and entertaining. His knowledge of military strategy and

weapons helps to make the story engaging and something that I just couldn't set down and stop

reading. The book is well written and the editing is very good. His development of characters is

thought out and it makes you feel that you know the people and relate to them.

Read the review on our website: [...]Less than two days after the United States of America is shaken

to its' very core, courtesy of a cataclysm of unknown origins we witness destruction on an

unimaginable scale; quite literally the Event Horizon, "the point of no return." Murder and mayhem

run unchecked on the streets as warring factions vie for control of the newly-minted "Divided States

of America." In his follow up to last years The Perseid Collapse Steven Konkoly begs the age-old

question "Who can you really trust?" as he charts the last gasps of a dying nation, offering only

mere glimpses of hope across the bleak, destroyed landscape that was once the Eastern

seaboard.Picking up right where The Perseid Collapse cut off, the situation in Boston is poised to

implode as Alex Fletcher pursues his desperate escapade through the claustrophobic urban jungle

to save his son. We are forced to watch on in horror as he wades knee-deep through the remnants

of a once great city right into the heart of the terror that seeks to envelope the country as a whole,

the hounds of hell nipping at his heels the entire time. After a series of unfortunate coincidences,

with lethal consequences, violence looms on the horizon like an impending Nor'easter on both the



frontlines and the homefront, set to blow away any vestiges of the old world left behind, set to leave

nothing but death and destruction in its wake.Steven Konkoly spins a taut web of suspense, fear

and holds-barred action as he builds on his image of 2019 America that started with The Jakarta

Pandemic. His imagination plays into our fears and insecurities as the husk of Boston comes into

focus in Event Horizon; it is distant, foreign, and violent.
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